
 

THE STORY 
of Miniature World hero characters  

 
Miniature World - Caveman's Life 

 

Rocky’s World 
Rocky is a young boy growing in the primitive times.  

Rocky is enthusiastic about the world around him as everyday can be a new exciting discovery and adventure. 
He gets easily distracted as everything can easily grab his attention and new treasure hunt always begins.  
That as thrilling as it sounds however always gets him into trouble as he is not completing his daily chores and 
tasks and therefore ending him being chased by his mother or father for being mischievous. 
 

 Miniature World - Indian Camp 

Dakota & Kai’s World 
Dakota & Kai are two young Plain Indians.  

Set on a journey to discover their animal spirits, Dakota & Kai learn how to live in perfect harmony with 
nature. They develop techniques necessary for their wellbeing and survival, following the tradition of their 
ancestors. However, mastering all these skills and finding the spirit animal is not as easy as it sounds. Will they 
make it in time to join the tribe at the winter camp? Let’s join them in their adventures. 
 

 Miniature World - Survival Camp 

Sir Val’s World 
Sir Val is a wildlife explorer with survival skills.  

Sir Val is a scientist who loves nature and admires wildlife. He is dedicated to research, aiming to contribute to 
the protection and the future of nature. He travels constantly across the world to study environmental change 
on the ecosystems that wildlife depends on. He finds amazing information and gains knowledge through 
reading – questioning – discovering. The library is a place of adventure for Sir Val as well, where he studies 
every book about surviving techniques and wildlife cases! At the time, Sir Val is building a shelter in the heart 
of nature, after discovering an old diary of a missing well known biologist…  Driven by his passion for valuable 
findings, Sir Val is now following the path of the diary’s notes and hints… Will all his wilderness survival 
techniques and skills help him achieve? 
 

 Miniature World - Fairy's Garden House 
 

Zoe & Chloe’s World 
Zoe & Chloe are two joyful and active fairies.  

Zoe & Chloe are both motivated and passionate environmentalists, who also value each other and their 
friendship. They live in the enchanted forest known as “Pixies Spring” and are the guardians of the Mystical 
Tree that produces the magical fairy sparkle sprinkle. Most of the day, Zoe & Chloe spend it at their tree house 
making their chores or play under their pine sunshade with their friends, the bees & the ladybugs. When they 
have free time, they like to spend it at the fairies’ playground.  Once a day they visit their friend Mr. Beaver at 
the Mystical Tree and collect the fairy sparkle sprinkle. They use it to heal all the animals, all the trees and 
flowers and all the land and rivers. 

 
En joy LNP ’ s  s tor ie s !   

F ree up your imaginat ion ,  l i ve  the adventure & get  insp i red !  
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